History Year Planner Year 1
Term

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer2

Topic or
StandAlone?
History unit
NC focus

Grace Darling story

George Forrest; plant hunter

Elizabeth I compared with Elizabeth II

Study the lives of significant
individuals in the past who have
contributed to national and
international achievements.
Grace Darling
Some should be used to
compare aspects of life in
different periods.
Events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally or
globally.

Study the lives of significant
individuals in the past who have
contributed to national and
international achievements. Some
should be used to compare
aspects of life in different periods.
George Forrest
Events beyond living memory that
are significant nationally or
globally.

Study the lives of significant individuals in
the past who have contributed to
national and international achievements.
Some should be used to compare
aspects of life in different periods.
Queen Elizabeth 1
Events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally.
To compare the life of Queen Elizabeth 1
to Queen Elizabeth II. Corresponding with
QEII 70th anniversary June 2022.

Shared
Reading
Text:

Additional
Shared
Reading:




Grace Darling story
The lighthouse keeper on
literacy shed

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/
short-stories/elizabeth-i
https://www.biography.com/royalty/que
en-elizabeth-i
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkr
kscw/articles/zkh7bdm

https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/topics/que
en-elizabeth-i-factsmyths?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI_ZL9xKHB8AIV
AtTtCh1ZwQHJEAMYAyAAEgJu1fD_BwE
Writing
Links &
Other
Wider
Curriculum
Links:

Art; painting pictures of the sea
colour mixing

Enquiry
Questions:
Knowledge
content

Do all superheroes wear capes?

Queens platinum anniversary
celebrations

Visit to Newquay lifeboat station





Skills
content

Visit to Lost gardens of Heligan





How do you hunt plants?

I know who Grace Darling was
and her impact on the modern
RNLI
I know what Grace’s life was like
in Victorian times.
I know how lifeboats have
changed from the Victorain
times compared to now.




I can place the order of events
of Grace Darling’s life in
chronological order using dates
and times. The Victorians



I can use evidence to ask
questions and find answers to
questions about the life of Grace
Darling.








How does the life of Elizabeth I compare
with the life of Elizabeth II?

I know who George Forrest was.
I know how George Forrest
influenced gardens in Victorian
times.
I know about his expedition in the
1900s
I can see the impact of his
expeditions on the gardens of
Heligan as they are today.




I can compare the life of George
Forrest with a modern day plant
hunter.
I can compare his expedition with
a modern day journey to similar
places.
I can compare and contrast the
life of a significant Victorian figure
with a similar person now.











I know some key facts about Elizabeth I
I know how daily life was different in
Elizabethan times
I know who the Tudors were.
I know some key facts about Elizabeth II’s
life
I understand the significance of the
queen’s 70Th anniversary?
I can compare what I know about
Elizabeth I with what I know about
Elizabeth II to draw conclusions and make
comparisons about their lives
I can recount some details about life in
Elizabethan times
I can find the answers to some questions
about the past from sources of
information
I can organise the events of Queen
Elizabeth I life in chronological order



I can use first hand resources
(visit to the lifeboat station) to
compare and contrast changes
in RNLI over time.

Vocabulary Grace Darling, RNLI, lighthouse,
rescue, sea, heroine, significant,
lifeboat, Victorian,

Discover,
significant individuals,
George Forrest, rhododendrons,
evergreen, deciduous, wild
flowers, plants, Heligan gardens

Elizabethan, Elizabeth, monarchy,
Anniversary, reign, Tudor

